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Step 3 : compute VH & Vxc



Hartree potential

Hartree potential is computed from the Poisson equation  
which is diagonal in reciprocal space.

                  VH (G)  = 4 π e^2  rho(G) / G^2

The divergent G=0 term cancels out (for neutral systems) 
with analogous terms present in the ion-ion and electron-
ion interaction.

In charged systems a compensating uniform background 
is assumed. 







Exchange and Correlation
in

Density Functional Theory

in practice



 Local Density Approximation

The simplest approximation  is LDA that exploits 
nearsightedness of the electronic matter
                                                  W. Kohn, PRL 76,3168 (1996) 

Analogous to the Thomas Fermi approximation for the
Kinetic Energy term but applied to the much smaller
Exchange-Correlation  term

In many cases it works 
very nicely  



 Local Density Approximation

From accurate DMC data
Ceperley-Alder PRL 45, 566 (1980)

The simplest approximation  is LDA that exploits 
nearsightedness of the electronic matter
                                                  W. Kohn, PRL 76,3168 (1996) 



 Local Density Approximation

The simplest approximation  is LDA that exploits 
nearsightedness of the electronic matter
                                                  W. Kohn, PRL 76,3168 (1996) 

Technically: the integral is computed on the FFT grid 
and the potential is simply computed on each grid 
point  in real space.



Magnetism needs to be explicitly accounted 



Spins in Density Functional Theory

In principle Exc[rho] “knows” about this effect, but in 
practice it is poorly approximated since only the total 
charge is defined as a variable and this is similar for 
magnetic and non-magnetic systems

We need to help LDA to detect magnetism …

    

Solution: treat up and down densities separately



The Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA)

- Electrons have spin +/- ½ bohr magneton

- Spin is treated as a scalar quantity (this is approximate)

- Two spin states often referred to  as “up”    and “down” 

- up-up interaction is different from up-down

Technically: 

   nspin =2      k-points are doubled; half for spin_up and
                                                          half for spin_dw

  rho(1:nrxx) → rho(1:nrxx,1:nspin)   is doubled 



Local Spin Density (LSD) = LDA with different 
charge densities for up and down electrons

Up and down densities can be different
Similar to Restricted vs Unrestricted Hartree-Fock

The potential is also doubled



Jacob's ladder of Density Functional Theory



From L(S)DA

to GGA

… not a unique recipe
A lot of work went in proposing and comparing new 
functionals

A few functionals are widely used today

PW91, PBE, revPBE, RPBE ...
BLYP

For each functional (or combination thereof) there is a routine 
than computes the relevant function and its derivatives 



Exchange-Correlation potential for a GGA functional

Technically the gradients of rho are computed by  
 rho(R) → rho(G) FFT,  iG rho(G), and then G → R FFT

The function Fxc and its derivatives are computed on each 
grid point and the result stored in a vector h(3, nrxx)

The divergence term is again computed by
h(3,R) → h(3,G)  FFT,  sum_ia iG_ia h(ia,G), then  G → R FFT 

            NB: this is the exact functional derivarive of the          
            discretized integral 



LDA and LSDA

GGA  : PW91, PBE, revPBE, RPBE, BLYP

META-GGA: PKZB, TPSS, 

SIC, DFT+U, hybrids

Van der Waals functionals

...

exact DFT



Jacob's ladder of Density Functional Theory

… to be continued
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